Recent vibrational energy exchange experiments on a protein have been explained employing the relation, not new in itself, between protein and fractal structure. The differnce in the scaling exponent of specific part of the protein entails a distinct vibrational localization property and consequentely a discrepancy in the vibrational energy exchange
Proteins retain a specific structure and internal dynamics which are directly connected with their biological functions. In many cases these functions are intimately bound to the vibrational Energy (E vib ) Exchange either among parts of the protein itself or with the external environment. The E vib exchange in proteins is peculiar and can present counterintuititive features due to the intrinsic complex nature of the macromolecule structure. This complexity comes from the disordered topology and the broad difference in chemical interactions within the macromolecule. Moreover this feature makes proteins systems that can present properties retained specifically by fractal structure [1] as, for instance, the noninteger power law scaling of the protein mass with the distance [2] . Recent experimental studies showed a rather interesting E vib exchange feature. It has been noticed that E vib diffuses faster throught weak non-adjacent residue-residue contacts and it does not follow the backbone, which is made up by stronger covalent bonds [3] [4] . We do believe this feature is deeply related to the protein fractal nature. This work aims at showing the connection of the experimental results with a theoretical framework via computational models and calculation. In order to achieve this aim we have studied the localization properties of the Potential Energy Hessian of a transmembrane protein (M2 muscarinic acetilcholine receptor). They represent the molecular vibrations within the structure and are responsible for the E vib Exchange. In the spirit of the Anistropic Network Model [5] we have corse-grained our protein, considering just the center of mass of each protein residue, assuming the potential energy as purely harmonic:
where r i j and r o i j are the distances between the i-th and jth particle at each time and at the equilibrium respectively (r o i j have been extracted from a molecular dynamic simulation whose details are described elsewhere). K i j is the elastic constant coupling the i-th and the j-th particle. We have taken the latter to be the same with an arbitrary value K back , for sequential residue in the chain, namely if j = i ± 1, which 'simulate" the backbone bonds, and K con = K back 10 e −|r o i j | for non-sequential residues (Fig 1) . U can be split into three parts: * l.maggi@fz-juelich.de = + Figure 1 : Protein representation in our model. The solid red and the dashed black lines represents covalent backbone and non-sequential residue bonds, which connect residues (blue spheres). The entire structure is made up by the sum of this two contributions
Where U diag is made up by harmonic contributions with a an elastic constant K ii = − j i K i j . Therefore the Hessian matrix ( H ) can be written as a sum of contributions coming from the backbone (H back ) and the residue-residue contacts (H con ), which include the relative diagonal contributions:
We can now study separately the localization property of H back and H con . The first quantity we have examined is the distribution of the participation Ratio (P l ) defined as (Ref.
where N is the total degrees of freedom of the system and ψ i l the i-th component of the l-th eigenvector. P l is usually chosen for studying localization properties since it assumes well-distinguishable values in case of (de)localized vibrations. Indeed P l ∼ 1 N in case of totally localized eigenvectors or 1 for the delocalized ones. Since we are not interested in the dependence on the eigenvalues l, we have calculated the distribution (P(P l ) ) of its values (Fig. 2 ).
P(P l ) shows that both H back and H con eigenvectors turn out to be fairly localized, namely the largest values of P l are below 20% and 5% for H con and H back respectively. This arXiv:1902.03063v1 [cond-mat.soft] 8 Feb 2019 means they comprise a small number of degree of freedom and they can not carry E vib by themselves. Furthermore, the H back eigenvectors present a significantly larger level of localization. The reasons for these particular features might be brought to light considering the protein structure as a fractal. These particular self-similar structures present a non-integer power law scaling of particular measure under similarity transformations. These scaling has been shown to hold for the mass of the protein (M) comprised in sphere with radius R , in particular has been shown for a large amount of protein M ∼ R D . D is the fractal dimension which is been found to be around 2.5 [2] . Vibrations on a fractal have been shown to have an exponential decay: |ψ(r, ω)| ∼ exp − (|r|/Λ(ω)) d mi n Λ(ω) is the localization length which depends on the the frequency ω, and d min is the exponent connecting the scaling of the shortest path between two points on the fractal ( ) and the Euclidean distance (r), ∼ r d mi n . The exponentially decay nature of the molecular vibrations present in a protein, intended as a fractal, can explain the localization which characterized both H back and H con eigenvectors (Fig 3) . The difference between them is, instead explained by different values that d min can have depending whether the backbone or non-sequential residue contacts are considered. In the latter case d min ∼ 1 since a residue makes contacts with all the residues except those that are sequential in the chain. d min is, in contrast greater than one in the backbone case, as only in the case of a linear chain this exponent can be the minimum value. Therefore H con eigenvectors are simply localized whereas H back ones clearly present superlocalization [6] . To remark the difference on the vibrational localization property is interesting to calculate the level spacing distribution P(s) of H con and H back eigenvalues. This quantity commonly used in the context of Random Matrix Theory shows the degree of correlation between eigenvalues, since the eigenvalues represent the vibrational frequency of harmonic oscillators, the Fig.4 ), meaning the backbone structure could be reasonable pictured as an ensemble of weakly-interacts harmonic oscillators, represented by single residues. When the interactions between harmonic oscillators become stronger, eigenvalues show to be correlated and P(s) follows, in contrast, a Wigner-Dyson like statistics, P(s) ∼ s exp(−s 2 ). This is the case of H con eigenvalues (Fig. 4 ). In conclusion we have explained why E vib exchange occurs mainly trough weaker residue-residue contacts instead of backbone bonds. This experimental finding, albeit counterintuitive at first glance, is in agreement with our picture in which the protein retains a fractal nature. The exponent d min
